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PRODUCT RANGE:

+ MHz SMD/THT Quartz Crystals
+ 32.768 kHz Quartz Crystals
+ Quartz Crystals Oscillators
+ Silicon (like MEMS) Oscillators
+ 32.768 kHz μPower Oscillators
+ MHz Ultra Low Power Oscillators
+ Low Power Clock Oscillators
+ Programmable Oscillators
+ Differential Oscillators
+ Spread Spectrum Oscillators
+ VCXO, VCTCXO
+ SPXO, LPXO, TCXO, OCXO
+ High Temperature Oscillators
+ Automotive Oscillators
+ Ceramic Resonators & Filters
+ SAW Products

APPLICATIONS:

+ IoT/M2M
+ Networking/Infrastructure
+ Mobile Communication
+ Telecom (5G)
+ Wearables
+ Wireless
+ Smart Metering
+ Timing/Precision
+ Industrial/Embedded
+ Medical
+ Automotive
+ Consumer
+ Etc.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:

+   Perfect solution for any clocking 
application

+ Comprehensive product range
+ Highest quality and reliability
+ Extremely competitive prices
+ Wide frequency range
+  Extended temperature range of up 

to –55/+125°C
+ Comprehensive design-in solutions
+ High-volume production support
+  Short delivery periods
+ Cost-saving in-house engineering
+ Short time-to-market support
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The topic of “quartz crystals and oscillators” has now become  
extremely extensive and complex in view of its many applications 
and technical requirements. We have therefore decided to develop  
a new user-friendly website to meet the clients’ ever-growing  
requirements for better service and faster targeted information.

You can also configure your selected product individually on the rela-
tive product page. The system immediately issues a product-specific 
order reference, which you can simply request from us directly.

Our specialists provide you with personalised and at the same time 
competent product consultation.

Once you have found your frequency control product,  
all the product benefits are clearly displayed and you  
can find a detailed view of the product.
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